RESOLUTION XIV – REPUBLIC OF BULGARIA / STATE OF ISRAEL
THEME: CONFLICTS AND INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
CONCERN: PROMOTING THE DEVELOPMENT OF AN INDEPENDENT AND DEMOCRATIC STATE
IN SYRIA
THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY,
Observing

that the ongoing civil war is severely affecting people in the Middle East, preventing
them from living in peace,

Noting

that the State of Israel is part of the countries of the Near East which is suffering from
the instability of the region and prevents it from living in peace and in prospering
economically,

Remarking

that this war causes the deaths of innocents and provokes violence, instability and
insecurity amongst the population, destroying the economy of the territories of the
fractured nation, that Europe is not in a position to welcome the refugees and that
their integration into the Bulgarian and international society would be complex due to
different ethnicities,

Noting

that the governmental forces, supported by Russia and Iran are occupying Syria,

Considering

that no military intervention should take action without the authority of the United
Nations but equally that in the case of Syria, as in many others, the UN Security
Council is immobilized by the veto system,

Guaranteeing

that the new nation would be rebuilt and that the rate of migration would decrease
noticeably,

Resolve

to decrease the instability reigning within the Middle East;
- to strengthen the military presence of the US, by forming an international coalition
in which Israel shall play a deciding role in supporting the free democratic forces
of Syria;
- to financially support the new Syrian State under the supervision of the UN, Israel
and Bulgaria emulating the Marshall Plan, specifying that no country, apart from
Syria, will benefit from this project to return Syrian refugees scattered across the
globe.

The French text is binding.
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